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Theatre Visits – January 2016 – December 2016 
 

Here is a record of the iU3A Theatre Visits 
group visits in 2016. For more recent visits 
and future plans, go to our web page 

 

2016 

January 

Our January visit was to the National Theatre to 
see Jane Eyre, a play “devised by the Company”, 

i.e. the Company responded together to Charlotte 
Bronte’s novel. Less emphasis is given to the love 

story than to the story of Jane’s restless, 
independent spirit. The play is long, but fizzing 

with such energy that there are no longeurs. 
Maximum effect is produced by the imaginative 
use of minimum means. The small number of 

actors is kept very busy: they change into 
different characters, sometimes of a different sex, 

and in one case of a different species (Rochester’s devoted dog); they are in 
constant, choreographed movement; and they speak aloud the thoughts in Jane’s 
head. Music from on-stage instrumentalists and a singer, clever lighting and a few, 

simple props provide atmosphere. (Joanna Heseltine) 

February 

Our February visit was to the Savoy Theatre to 

see Guys and Dolls, one of the classic American 
musicals, written in 1950 at the end of a golden 

decade of musicals including Pal Joey, Oklahoma, 
Carousel, Annie Get Your Gun, South Pacific and 
The King and I (1951). Based on a series of 

stories by Damon Runyon and translated into a 
musical fable by Abe Burrows and Frank Loesser, 

this production from Chichester had a strong cast 
and terrific choreography by Carlos Acosta. The 
group recognised the wit of the book when books 

of musicals were as important as the score, the Shakespearean take on the low-life 
characters (see Falstaff and his cronies) and the way the songs seamlessly grew out 

of the dialogue. They don’t make them like this any more! (Howard Lichterman) 
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March 

The March visit was to the Old Vic Theatre to see 
The Master Builder, which is considered to be one 

of Ibsen’s most significant works and is partially 
autobiographical. Fear of being displaced by 

youth, unhappy relationships and awakened 
sexual desires are themes in this masterpiece. A 
ruthless but foolish older man trying to impress a 

young girl ultimately brings disaster. This play 
conveys conflicts of power and revenge, fear and 

desire, duty and guilt stemming from a joyless 
marriage, thoughts of passion, coupled with 
associated recriminations. Fiennes gave a superb performance of a tortured man 

unable to overcome past disasters despite the invigorating effect of a new found love. 
Sarah Snook, a rising Australian star, was a credible Hilde, but her deep voice made 

her dialogue difficult to comprehend. (Carol McGuinness) 

April 

Our April visit was to see Pinter's The Caretaker. 

The story of a tramp, a person who had suffered a 
mental illness and his tradesman brother offered an 
interesting and original story and one that I was 

looking forward to. However, I found myself 
struggling to understand what was going on in the 

first part mainly because I had difficulty 
understanding what Timothy Spall as the tramp 
was saying. Having recently seen Beckett's Waiting 

for Godot I wasn't too bothered by not getting what 
was happening but cheered by the fact that other 

members were also struggling to understand Timothy Spall. I'm pleased I persevered 
because with the appearance of Mick, the brother, the drama really took off and 
started to make sense. The manoeuvrings, manipulations and allegiances of the 

characters were compelling to watch and certainly by the end I felt the sense of 
loneliness, isolation, vague menace and darkness that pervaded the characters' lives. 

The Caretaker has certainly whetted my appetite for more Pinter. (Sheila Cook) 

May 

In May we went to see Show Boat — an unusual 

musical. First performed in 1927 it has, for its time, 
strong comments on racial prejudice in Mississippi. 

However the show in fact covers a much larger 
period, 1889 to the 1920s, the Jazz Age. This was 
covered expertly by shifting the music, and musical 

styles, over this 30 years or so period linked to a 
clear story line. It has some very well known 

numbers such as Make Believe I Love You and Old 
Man River. Given it is music with occasional dance 
the staging was well done. The stage projected into 

the audience with the opening set of a Mississippi river boat very lively. The singers, 
with a wide range of varying American accents, and the music were acoustically 

enhanced which gave a rather similar sound. Perhaps this is why the ensemble 
sections were stronger than the individual performances. The auditorium was about 
two thirds full even though nearly all the reviews were exceptionally good. This 

created, overall, a somewhat restrained atmosphere. (Chris Bulford) 

  



June 

The day was overcast but the mood of the Theatre 
Visits group was bright as we set off to Chichester 

for our summer (June) excursion to see Ross by 
Terence Rattigan at the Chichester Festival Theatre. 

The previous day’s strike on Southern railways was 
over and the train was on time, both leaving 
Victoria and arriving in Chichester. The theatre is a 

beautiful building set in gardens and we had 
wonderful seats giving us a clear view of all the 

action. Ross deals with the post WW1 career of T.E. 
Lawrence as he seeks to re-invent himself as 
Aircraftman Ross in the RAF after the dramatic 

(and traumatic) 1916–18 Arab revolt. The action 
starts and ends in 1922 whilst the middle sections 

flash back to events in 1916-18. Not ideally cut out 
for life as an aircraftman, Ross is often in trouble 
for seeming flippant and arrogant, often when 

telling the truth. However, he does inspire interest, 
concern and often affection in both his 

subordinates and commanding officers. Joseph 
Fiennes, who takes the title role in this all-male 
play, portrays Ross with sympathy suggesting his 

confusion and suffering from the events he was part of and witnessed in Egypt. They 
left lasting effects on his psyche and physical health. Fiennes portrayed Ross’s 

emotional conflicts well, especially the final betrayal of his Arab collaborators. The 
cast were an effective ensemble but it was ultimately a very wordy take on this piece 
of history. For someone whose knowledge of Lawrence rests almost exclusively with 

his portrayal in the Lean film of “Lawrence of Arabia” it was an interesting, if not very 
edifying, look at the history of British involvement in Arabia and Lawrence’s own 

history. The homeward journey was an adventure in itself involving, for some, a 
cancelled train and a trip in the wrong direction before finally boarding a London-
bound train. (Rosie Walden) 

July 

In July we visited Hampstead Theatre to see 

Mike Bartlett’s Wild. A mixture of bafflement and 
admiration greeted this play, whose subject matter 
was a world away from his most recent success, 

King Charles III. Based loosely on Edward 
Snowden's recent exploits, Wild throws up more 

questions than answers. What was it trying to tell 
us: trust no-one? Nothing is as it seems in this 
digital age? Who really holds the key to power? 

Unfortunately, the only person who appears to 
have cracked the code is artistic director, Edward 

Hall, in his programme foreword. One scene in particular was totally implausible; if 
you'd just leaked all the USA's security secrets and you're being held in captivity in 
Putin's Russia, would you really devour a whole chocolate bar given to you by a 

complete stranger claiming to want to protect you? The three characters, Andrew 
(Jack Farthing), Woman (Caoilfhionn Dunne) and Man (John Mackay) were excellent, 

even if some of us found Dunne's gestures infuriatingly manic. Echoes of Nineteen 
Eighty-Four and The Ipcress File, among others, abound and the dénouement 
features a starring role for the scenery — not always successfully. (Ceila Ballantyne) 

  



August 

Our August visit was to the National Theatre to see 
The Threepenny Opera. Originally written by 

English playwright John Gay in 1728 as The 
Beggar's Opera, it was adapted by Bertolt Brecht 

and Kurt Weill in Germany in 1928 and offers a 
socialist critique of a capitalist world.  This latest 
adaptation has current relevance, with references 

to unearned knighthoods and pensions. Starring 
Rory Kinnear as the lead character, it is described 

as a darkly comical production. Disposable set 
design and an ingenious revolving stage give an 

added satirical quality to the show. I enjoyed our discussion afterwards in the 

delightful café/restaurant, the Kitchen. There were mixed opinions of the standard of 
singing but overall people were impressed with this production. (Wendy Hellam) 

September 

Our September visit was to the National Theatre to 
see Sean O’Casey’s historic play, The Plough and 

the Stars. Written in 1926, it was an attempt to 
satirise the Easter Rising in Dublin in 1916. The 
play is set amongst the city’s tenements and all the 

fighting happens off-stage. By concentrating on 
ordinary people and their daily lives, it brings the 

story down to a very human level. This production 
has a large Irish cast which meant that not 
everyone spoke clearly for an English audience and 

we missed some of the many jokes. The masterly 
direction was by Howard Davies and, latterly, by Jeremy Herrin who took over when 

Davies became ill. The set showed symbolic destruction before the real destruction 
had taken place, which confused a basically naturalistic play. Because of the language 
problem, for me, I wasn’t sure about the first half of the play, though it was very well 

acted, but the final act was incredibly powerful and I was pretty shattered at the end. 
(Howard Lichterman) 

October 

Our October visit was to the National Theatre to 
see David Hare’s latest play. The Red Barn is a 

portrait of a man whose sense of who he is is 
slowly unravelling. He begins to see that he is not 

living the life he wanted and becomes aware of his 
mediocrity. This new and unwelcome self-
awareness may have prompted his act of rebellion 

and self assertion when he failed to look for his 
best friend lost in the snow storm. Betrayal, 

jealousy, emotional coldness and manipulative 
relationships run through the piece. The coldness of 

the storm that the protagonists battle through is echoed in the coldness at the heart 

of Donald’s marriage and the cold spare nature of Mona’s apartment. The play was 
described as a psychological thriller. However, I found little to thrill me. This was 

despite the very fine performances by Mark Strong as Donald, Hope Davis as Ingrid 
and Elizabeth Debicki as Mona. The cinematic staging was interesting. The use of 
different sizes of apertures and panning, as though by a camera, in the scene stages 

did add pace and interest, as well as emphasising the emotional absence at the heart 
of the relationships. (Maggie Howell) 



November 

Our November visit was to Hampstead Theatre to 
see The Intelligent Homosexual's Guide to 

Capitalism and Socialism With a Key to the 
Scriptures. Tony Kushner is one of the best 

playwrights in America and this play, dating from 
2007 but revised in 2010, is a sprawling family 
drama of an Italian American family in New Jersey 

with a father, who was a union man for 30 years, at 
the stage of his life where he prepares to commit 

suicide (he did try it once before). His three 
children (echoes of King Lear) are horrified and try 
to talk him out of it. This is the main thrust of the play, which lasts 3½ hours with 

two intervals and which creates some corrosive arguments from his children and their 
partners and is written in a heightened theatrical form  when often everyone is 

speaking over each other. We cannot hear all they are saying but the energy of the 
actors and the brilliant direction by Michael Boyd allows us to hear the most 
important words at the right moment. David Calder is a standout as the disappointed 

father who has lived through the collapse of the longshoreman union and what he 
feels has been a wasted life. Possibly the most touching relationship in the piece is 

between the gay son, his lover of many years and his current ‘trick’ with whom he is 
besotted. In the end, there is no solution to the many problems the family goes 
through but the play is exciting, invigorating and full of marvellous Kushner dialogue. 

(Howard Lichterman) 

December 

Our December visit was to The Tempest at the 

Donmar at King’s Cross. Prospero’s island as a 
prison — that was the key theme presented to us 

not just as a concept but through the realisation of 
setting, staging and casting. A group of dejected, 
nervy looking women in grey tracksuits were led 

through to the stage area and doors clanged shut 
again. The ‘inmates’ were the all-female cast 

playing prisoners putting on a performance of The 
Tempest under strict supervision. Enjoyment or 

otherwise of the production was probably 
determined by how far one was willing to accept this carefully maintained double 
layering. The guards sometimes stepped forward, tensely, if acted-out violence 

looked as though it might turn real. The props looked amateurish but were the sort of 
things prisoners would have access to and the endless trail of plastic bottles, bags 

and rubbish circled the stage like debris washed up on the shores of a modern-day 
island. 
Harriet Walter, slightly built, unshowy and constantly watchful, never lost control of 

her territory as Prospero or as the life prisoner with a sense of injustice playing the 
part. The anger she displayed as she punctured the dream world she had conjured up 

to celebrate Miranda and Ferdinand’s marriage was all the more disturbing. The 
Prospero/Miranda and Prospero/Ariel relationships were particularly warmly 
represented. A quick post-performance vox pop amongst our group seemed to 

indicate a less than enthusiastic reception for this production, however I really 
enjoyed seeing Shakespeare’s late play from a dual perspective. I was reminded that 

Prospero’s island is not a lost paradise but a landscape of menace and confusion in 
which harmony, release and redemption are achieved through the qualities of 
forgiveness and love rather than the exercise of power and revenge. (Tricia Bury) 

  



Our second theatre visit in December was to see 
Once in a Lifetime at the Young Vic. One of the 
disadvantages of reaching the age that qualifies us 

for theatre visits with U3A is that we have probably 
seen a number of the plays before … and George 

Kaufman’s and Moss Hart’s Once in a Lifetime is no 
exception. So I’m guessing that reactions to the 
Young Vic production were, for some of the 

audience including me, skewed by recollections of 
the RSC’s joyous version, directed by Trevor Nunn 

and dating from the late 1970s. 
 
At the Young Vic, a small cast frequently doubled and trebled roles and acted in a 

revolving set which seemed deliberately designed to reduce the performing area of 
the theatre’s small stage. The costumes were often vulgar and inappropriate and 

wigs looked as though they were from Oxfam’s dedicated charity wig-shop. But more 
importantly for the success of the theatre experience, few of the cast seemed to 
realise they were in a play which in 1930 had gently satirised the beginnings of the 

‘talking pictures’ with the Warner/’Shlepkin Brothers’, columnists like Hedda 
Hopper/’Helen Hobart’ and authoritarian émigré film directors Erich von 

Stroheim/’Kammerling’, and instead gave every impression of being in a local 
amateur dramatic show. 

 
Claudie Blakley struggled gamely against the rest of the cast — ‘May Daniels’ does 
have some of the best lines — and John Marquez as ‘‘Dr’ George Lewis’ cracked his 

tiger nuts with the best of them, but why Harry Enfield played ‘Herman Glogauer’ as 
Professor Branestawm (just check on the web for pictures!) is beyond me. And why 

has the glamorous and evening-dressed receptionist ‘Miss Leighton’ as portrayed by 
Carmen Du Sautoy at the Aldwych morphed into a demented spinster?  Oh dear … 
(Liz Simpson) 

 


